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Abstract—This paper presents an overview of the second
AIBIRDS level generation competition, held jointly at the 2017
IEEE Conference on Computational Intelligence and Games,
and the 26th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence. This competition tasked entrants with developing a
level generator for the physics-based puzzle game Angry Birds.
Submitted generators were required to deal with many physical
reasoning constraints caused by the realistic nature of the game’s
environment, in addition to ensuring that the created levels
were fun, challenging and solvable. This year’s competition
was a significant improvement over the previous year, with a
greater number of participants and more advanced generators.
Within this paper we describe the framework, rules, submitted
generators and results for this competition. We also provide some
background information on related research and other video
game AI competitions, as well as discussing what can be learned
from this year’s competition. There are several game and realworld applications for this type of research, and we provide some
examples of the types of levels we would like future competition
entries to generate.
Index Terms—Angry Birds, procedural content generation,
level generation, physics-based games, AI competitions

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, many different AI competitions
focused around video games have become extremely popular.
Many of these competitions have yielded promising results and
improvements for the wider AI community, and have been
hosted at several major international conferences including
CIG, AIIDE, IJCAI, ECAI, GECCO and FDG to name just
a few. Whilst competitions and challenges centred around AI
playing classic board games, such as chess with Deep Blue
and more recently Go with DeepMind’s AlphaGo [1], have
been incredibly popular and successful, video games typically
provide a much more complex and challenging domain in
which to interact. Past video game AI competitions have
mostly focused on developing intelligent agents that can play
the game(s) successfully, but other competition objectives are
possible. One of the most popular focuses for video game AI
competitions apart from agents, is that of procedural content
generation (PCG).
PCG is the automatic creation of game content without
manual interaction by a human designer [2] and is a major
area of investigation within the video game industry from both
a research and business perspective [3]. The most common
reason for utilising PCG is that it can dramatically increase
the range of available content within a game whilst still being
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cheap and effective. Creating a large amount of high quality
content is extremely time consuming if performed manually by
a designer. PCG can be a good solution for many large or lowbudget games by dramatically reducing a game’s development
time, as well as expanding the available content and lowering
memory consumption [4]. PCG can also be used to create
an almost endless amount of content, and helps ensure that
no two experiences are likely to be the same. In particular,
the ability to automatically generate a huge range of varied
and complete levels allows the player to keep playing nearly
indefinitely, without the game becoming too repetitive.
The most common types of “game content” that are generated are usually levels or sub-sections of levels, referred to as
procedural level generation (PLG). PLG has been previously
implemented in many different game types, including real-time
strategy [5], [6], platform [7], racing [8], arcade [9], roleplaying [10], stealth [11] and rogue-like [12]. The General
Video Game AI Competition has also worked on attempting
to procedurally generate levels for multiple general games
[13], [14], although the results so far are somewhat mixed.
Several papers have also explored the use of PLG for physicsbased puzzle games such as Cut the Rope [15], [16] and, more
notably for this paper, Angry Birds [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23]. The physics constraints employed in these types
of games, along with the exceptionally large state and action
spaces, create many problems for PLG [24].
PLG is particularly difficult for physics-based puzzle games,
as the generator must not only deal with the physical constraints of the environment, but also still ensure that levels are
fun, solvable and challenging for the player. One such popular
game whose levels fit into this category is Angry Birds. This
game has been of interest to the wider AI game research
community for many years, with the annual competition
focused around developing agents to play it (AIBIRDS agent
competition) drawing dozens of participating teams [25]. The
type of physical reasoning required to solve levels from this
game is very similar to that needed for an agent to operate
successfully in the real-world [26]. Physics-based games such
as Angry Birds provide an effective and realistic simulation
of the real-world for AI systems to try out their algorithms.
Generators attempting to create levels for this game must
be acutely aware of the game’s physics and know how to
create content that is viable within it. Angry Birds levels
typically contain multiple blocks and other objects that are
stacked or arranged together to create structures. Generating
and positioning these structures such that they are not only
stable but present an interesting and solvable puzzle for the
user is by no means an easy task. For these reasons, we believe
that the challenge of creating physically stable, enjoyable and
feasible levels for a game such as Angry Birds is well worth
exploring and researching.
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In this paper we present the description, entrants, results
and conclusions for the second AIBIRDS level generation
competition. Participating competitors developed PLG algorithms for automatically creating Angry Birds levels. This
year’s competition added in many new game elements and
compatibility features which allowed generators to create far
more sophisticated and complex levels than had previously
been possible. This included the addition of multiple bird and
pig types, the ability to set the size of the level, and the
inclusion of several new game objects such as TNT boxes.
Generated levels must also satisfy certain user-defined criteria,
the specifics of which are discussed later. Participants were
also able to combine their level generator with the AI agents
from previous AIBIRDS agent competitions, providing them
with a way to analyse the difficulty and feasibility of their
generated levels. The submitted generators were evaluated by
several judging panels. These panels gave each generator a
rating based on the enjoyment, creativity and difficulty of the
levels it created.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II provides the background to this competition, including
past AI and PCG video game competitions, a description of
the Angry Birds game, and details on the related AIBIRDS
agent competition; Section III describes the competition itself,
providing details on the clone that is used instead of the actual
Angry Birds game, as well as the rules and judging procedure;
Section IV contains descriptions of the five generators submitted to this year’s competition; Section V provides the results of
the competition. Section VI discusses the results of the competition, providing some possible uses and improvements for
the generators as well as desired goals for future competitions;
Section VII presents our final conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Previous AI and PCG video game competitions
Examples of popular AI competitions (both past and
present) include the Mario AI Championship, which originally
revolved around developing agents for solving Super Mario
Bros levels [27], [28] but also had a secondary track focussing
on level generation [29], the StarCraft AI Competition [30], the
Visual Doom AI Competition (ViZDoom) [31], the Geometry
Friends Game AI Competition [32], the Fighting Game AI
Competition [33], as well as the aforementioned AIBIRDS
agent competition [26], [34]. The General Video Game AI
(GVGAI) Competition has also run several tracks around
developing agents for playing general video games. These
include the single-player planning track [35], the two-player
planning track [36], [37] and the learning track [38]. There
have also been several additional GVGAI competition tracks
focusing on general content generation, including the level
generation track [13], [14], [38] and the rule generation track
[39]. Physics-based games have also been recently added
to the GVGAI game collection [40], although the physics
system used is significantly limited in its current capabilities.
Compared to other games from previous competitions, Angry
Birds presents a complex physics-engine that level generators
must effectively reason about in order to be successful.
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Fig. 1: Screenshot of a level from the Angry Birds game.
B. Angry Birds game
Angry Birds is a popular physics-based puzzle game where
in each level the player uses a slingshot to shoot birds
at structures composed of blocks, with pigs placed within
or around them [41]. The player’s objective is to kill all
the pigs within a level using the birds provided. A typical
Angry Birds level, as shown in Figure 1, contains a slingshot,
birds, pigs and a collection of blocks arranged in one or
more structures. All objects within the level have properties
such as location, size, mass, friction, density, etc., and obey
simplified Newtonian physics principles defined within the
game’s engine. Each block in the game can have multiple
different shapes as well as being made of one of three materials
(wood, ice or stone). Each bird is assigned one of five different
types (red, blue, yellow, black or white). Each of these bird
types are strong/weak against certain block materials, as well
some types possessing secondary abilities which the player
can activate during the bird’s flight. The player can choose the
angle and speed with which to fire a bird from the slingshot,
as well as a tap time for when to activate the bird’s special
ability if it has one, but cannot alter the ordering of the birds
or affect the level in any other way. Pigs are killed once they
take enough damage from either the birds directly or by being
hit with another object. The ground is flat but additional terrain
squares, which are impenetrable and unaffected by gravity, can
be added anywhere. TNT can also be placed within a level
and will explode when hit by another object. The difficulty of
this game comes from predicting the physical consequences
of actions taken, and accurately planning a sequence of shots
that results in success. Points are awarded to the player once
the level is solved based on the number of birds remaining
and the total amount of damage caused.
C. AIBIRDS agent competition
Although the AIBIRDS level generation competition is only
in its second year, the AIBIRDS agent competition has been
running annually since 2012. Entrants in this competition
are tasked with developing an agent that can play and solve
unknown Angry Birds levels. This competition was created as
a means to promote the research and creation of intelligent
agents that can reason and predict the outcome of actions in
a physical simulation environment [34]. This type of physical
reasoning problem is very different to traditional games as
the attributes and parameters of various objects are often
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Fig. 2: The twelve different block shapes available.
Fig. 3: An example level of the Science Birds game.
imprecise or unknown, meaning that it is very difficult to
accurately predict the outcome of any action taken [42].
Whilst not directly related to the AIBIRDS level generation
competition, it is possible to use these agents to aid with
evaluating the generated levels. We also discuss later some
ways in which both these competitions could be combined to
help create better levels, as well as increasing the abilities and
performance of the agents.
III. AIBIRDS L EVEL G ENERATION C OMPETITION
A. Science Birds
Angry Birds is a commercial game developed by Rovio
Entertainment who do not provide an open-source version
of their code. Instead we use a Unity-based clone of the
Angry Birds game developed by Lucas Ferreira called Science
Birds [23], which is open-source and available to download
from GitHub [43]. This clone provides many of the necessary
elements to generate levels very similar to those of Angry
Birds in a realistic physics environment. There are currently
twelve different block shapes available, see Figure 2. Each
block is assigned one of three materials (wood, ice or stone)
and can also be rotated to any arbitrary angle. There are five
different bird types (red, blue, yellow, black and white) as
well as three different sizes of pig (small, medium and large).
There are also TNT boxes that explode when hit, and terrain
squares than can be used to make floating platforms or other
static areas of the level.
The size and material of blocks impacts their physical
properties and how much damage they can withstand before
they are destroyed. The size of a pig also determines the
amount of damage needed to kill it. The special abilities of
each of bird type are described below, along with the materials
that they are strongest/weakest against:
• Red bird: No special ability, neither strong nor weak
against any specific material.
• Blue bird: Splits into three birds when tapped, strong
against ice blocks, weak against stone blocks.
• Yellow bird: Shoots forward in a straight line with
increased speed when tapped, strong against wood blocks,
weak against ice blocks.
• Black bird: Explodes either when tapped or after hitting
an object, strong against stone blocks.
• White bird: Drops an egg directly downwards when
tapped, this egg explodes after hitting another object.
All of these described object types can be seen in the
example Science Birds level shown in Figure 3. It has three

Fig. 4: XML representation of the example Science Birds level
from Figure 3.

blocks of each material, three pigs, a TNT box and five birds
(one of each type). Moreover, it has two rows of static square
platforms floating in the air.
Levels are represented internally using a XML format. This
format is composed of the size of the level, the number, type
and order of birds, the position of the slingshot, and a list of
game objects, as shown in Figure 4. Each game object has
four attributes:
• Type: String representing the type of the object.
• Material: String defining the material of a block. Valid
values are only “wood”, “stone” and “ice”. Certain objects such as pigs, platforms and TNT do not need a
material.
• X, Y: Float numbers representing the position of the game
object. The origin (0,0) of the coordinates system is the
centre of the level.
• Rotation: Float number that defines the rotation of the
game object (optional).
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B. Rules
To ensure that generators entered into the competition do
not simply produce hand-designed levels, submitted generators
must create levels in accordance with an input data file. This
file contains the necessary requirements about the levels that
will be generated. This is provided as four separate lines
containing the following information in the given order:
• Number of levels to generate (positive integer)
• Forbidden block and material combinations (list of invalid
materials/block shapes, e.g. “Stone Triangle”)
• Range for number of pigs (two positive integers, minimum and maximum)
• Time limit to generate levels in minutes (positive integer)
During the competition, information about what levels to
create is passed to each generator using this input file. These
restrictions were not too severe, as the goal is not to generate
levels for specific structure requirements, but to simply ensure
that all levels are created autonomously without too much
designer influence. The time limit value was always set to
one hour for every ten levels, which based on past competition
experience should not be an issue for most generators.
C. Baseline generator
All competition entrants were provided with a baseline
level generator written in python, which provides a simple
and effective method for generating levels within Science
Birds. Participants were able to improve and enhance the
baseline algorithm to create more advanced level generator
software. It was also possible for participants to create their
own level generators from scratch using any programming
language, providing fresh ideas and insight into generating
fun and exciting levels. For a more in-depth explanation of
the baseline structure and level generation processes, as well
as examples of its generated levels, please refer to the detailed
competition instructions available from the AIBIRDS website
[44]. Software for allowing Angry Birds agents developed for
the AIBIRDS agent competition to play generated levels was
also provided, along with a simple naive agent for solving
levels. This naive agent always targets a randomly selected pig,
but more sophisticated open-source agents are available from
the AIBIRDS forum and can be integrated with the Science
Birds program very easily.
D. Judging and scoring
During the competition, each generator created 10 levels
from each of 10 different input files, giving 10 groups of 10
levels. A single level from each of these groups was then
selected at random. The selected levels from each generator
were then combined to form one single group, giving 10 levels
for each generator, with the ordering of levels in each group
randomised. This was done to ensure that no generator is
unfairly punished by a particular input file. Generated levels
were evaluated based on three different criteria. The first is
how fun and enjoyable the level is to play and determines the
overall competition ranking (main prize). The concept of “fun”
was left deliberately vague to prevent biasing judges as much
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as possible. The second criterion is how creative the level
design is (secondary prize). The third is how well balanced
the difficulty of the level is (secondary prize). Several panels
of judges evaluated each generator based on its levels, giving
it a rating between zero (total failure, levels not generated or
restrictions violated) and ten (perfectly designed levels) for
each of the three level evaluation criterion. The judges also
penalised any level generator that generated levels which were
deemed too similar to each other (i.e. little variation between
the levels generated). The final score for each level generator
is the total rating across all judging panels.
IV. C OMPETITION G ENERATORS
A. MSG (v2.0)
The MSG (v2.0) generator was created by Matthew
Stephenson from the Australian National University in Australia. It builds upon a previous level generator, originally
described in [20], [18], which was the runner-up in the 2016
AIBIRDS level generation competition.
It generates levels consisting of a collection of independent
structures, constructed using the twelve block shapes available.
A probability table is used to determine the likelihood of a
particular block shape being selected. Each block shape is
given a probability of selection, with all probabilities summing
to one. Structures generated using this algorithm are made
up of rows, with each row initially consisting of a single
block shape. Blocks within each row can also be randomly
swapped with other block shapes that have the same height.
These structures can have multiple peaks and feature a variety
of placement methods for each row of blocks. Local stability
requirements are enforced and more rows can be added until
the structure reaches the desired size. Global structural stability
is verified using quantitative analysis calculations, described
in [45]. These structures are then distributed throughout the
level, either on the ground (ground structures) or atop floating
platforms (platform structures). The number of ground and
platform structures, as well as their respective width and height
limits, is determined randomly within a pre-defined range.
Ground structures can also be placed on hills of varying
heights, which are created using static terrain blocks.
Once these structures have been placed the level is populated with pigs, distributed on and within the created structures. Possible positions for pigs are identified and ranked
based on a combination of structural protection and location
dispersion. Pigs are then placed using this ranking until a
desired number of pigs is reached. Possible TNT positions are
also identified in the same manner, and are ranked based on a
combination of projected damage and location dispersion. The
material of each block within a structure is chosen randomly
using one of several approaches. These include trajectory
analysis (based on shot trajectories from the slingshot to a
pig or TNT), clustering, row grouping, structure grouping and
random selection. The generator then attempts to identify and
protect critical weak points throughout the level. A weak point
is defined as a block within a structure that can be hit directly
by a player’s shot (reachable) and that if removed would
affect a large number of other blocks and/or pigs. Blocks that
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Fig. 5: Screenshot of a level from the MSG (v2.0) generator.

are identified as potential weak points can be protected by
either placing additional protection structures next to it, adding
additional support blocks within its structure row, or setting
its material to stone.
The prevalence of certain block materials, as well as the
degree to which pigs are reachable or protected, dictates the
desired ratio and ordering of bird types. The number of birds
is decided using a collection of intelligent agents from the
previous AIBIRDS agent competitions, with the number of
birds required by the best performing agent to solve the level
selected. This ensures that every generated level is solvable,
as an agent has already solved it beforehand. Further details
on this generator can be found in [46]. An example level from
this generator is shown in Figure 5.
B. Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes
The Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes generator was created by
Yuxuan Jiang, Ryota Ishii, Tomohiro Harada and Ruck Thawonmas from Ritsumeikan University in Japan. It generates
levels that consist of a quote, a formula, or a word combined
with dominoes (a series of tall, thin blocks placed next to each
other). It is based in part on a previous generator Funny Quotes
[47] (the defending Champion from the 2016 AIBIRDS level
generation competition), but to generate a combination of
words and dominoes, Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [48]
is used. In MCTS, a level is evaluated by the following criteria:
• Readability of generated characters forming a word.
• Variety of blocks.
• Usage of dominoes.
• Proximity of the proportion of the used area to the golden
ratio (1.62).
The structure of each level type is as follows:
1) Quote levels: These levels consist of a popular quote,
with each letter and punctuation made up using smaller blocks.
There are 100 possible quotes, such as “We will be back”,
“Need your Vote”, and “Relax bro!”. Pigs are placed on
top of these quotes. with the number of pigs in each level
selected randomly between the minimum and maximum. If
there is insufficient space to place the minimum number of
pigs required, then additional pigs are placed on a platform
above the slingshot.
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Fig. 6: Screenshot of a level from the Funny Quotes ft.
Dominoes generator.

2) Formula-like levels: These levels consist of a simple
mathematical formula using the mathematical symbols +, −,
×, ÷ and =, as well as numbers. Similar to the quote levels,
each of these symbols and numbers are made out of smaller
block shapes. Pigs are used in these formulae to represent
certain numbers (e.g. 8 pigs rather than the number 8). The
number of pigs in each level is selected randomly between the
minimum and maximum.
3) Word-plus-domino levels: The level’s area is divided into
four sub-areas, each of which is then filled with either a word
or dominoes. 75 different words are available, each having
up to six characters, such as “Love”, “Happy”, and “Luck!”.
Pigs are then placed on top of these words, as well as on top
of domino blocks. If the number of initially assigned pigs is
more than the maximum allowed, one pig is removed from
the sub-area with the highest number of pigs. This is repeated
until the number of pigs equals the maximum allowed. If the
number of initially assigned pigs is less than the maximum
allowed, additional pigs are placed on a platform above the
slingshot.
The number of birds is always set to one more than the
number of pigs. Further details on this generator can be found
in [47]. An example level from this generator is shown in
Figure 6.
C. MCTS ft. Blocks
The MCTS ft. Blocks generator was created by Yuxuan
Jiang, Tomohiro Harada and Ruck Thawonmas from Ritsumeikan University in Japan. Inspired by the work of Graves
[48], Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is used to place superblocks (a stack of multiple blocks) and pig/TNT islands to
create levels. The main difference between this generator and
Graves’ is that this generator creates a super-block each time
according to a set of rules which ensures stability, but Graves’
generator uses a collection of pre-determined stable structures.
In addition, super-blocks and pig/TNT islands are randomly
placed in the generated levels, while such objects are placed
in a zig-zag fashion with Graves’ generator.
In order to create a super-block, a block shape and a material
are selected randomly from the list of usable blocks. Selected
blocks are then stacked up subject to some rules, sometimes
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Fig. 7: Screenshot of a level from the MCTS ft. Blocks
generator.
with a pig on the top, to a predefined height. Next, a platform
is added under a super-block. A platform is also added under
a pig (or TNT) to form a pig (or TNT) island. MCTS is used
to find the best combination of super-blocks, pig islands and
TNT islands in the usable level area in terms of maximizing
the following:
• Variety of blocks.
• Usage of pig or TNT islands.
• Proximity of the proportion of the used area to the golden
ratio (1.62).
The number of pigs is always set to the maximum, and the
number of birds is always set to one more than this. The level’s
area is divided into four sub-areas. If the number of initially
assigned pigs is more than the maximum allowed, one pig is
removed from the sub-area with the highest number of pigs.
This is repeated until the number of pigs equals the maximum
allowed. If the number of initially assigned pigs is less than the
maximum allowed, additional pigs are placed on a platform
above the slingshot. An example level from this generator is
shown in Figure 7.
D. Tanager
The Tanager generator was created by Lucas Ferreira from
the University of California in Santa Cruz, United States. It
generates levels based on a genetic algorithm that is capable
of producing stable and solvable levels. This genetic algorithm
starts with an initial population composed of levels with
randomly sampled stacks of blocks, pigs and birds. A fitness
function evaluates stability, playability and structural characteristics of the levels via game simulations, where unplayable
levels are penalized. A tournament method selects levels for
reproduction based on their fitness values. New levels are
created by crossover and mutation operators that try to keep
the level stable. All new levels compose the population of the
next generation, except the worst one that is replaced by the
best level from the current generation (elitism). The generator
stops after a given number of generations or if the fitness of
the best level does not improve after multiple generations.
A level is encoded as a genotype composed of a number of
birds and a list of stacks of blocks. The first element encodes
the number of birds and all the others encode stacks. A
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Fig. 8: Screenshot of a level from the Tanager generator.

block can be either elementary or composed, where elementary
blocks are unitary pieces connected to form composed ones.
Elementary or composed blocks can also be duplicated, and
in this case they are added in the stack beside another one
exactly like them. Each block is represented by a pair (i, b),
where i is an integer representing the index of the block and
b is a Boolean representing if that block is duplicated or not.
The number of stacks can be different for each level and the
stack sizes can change within a level.
A fitness function is used to measure if a level is fully stable
and if the number of birds is enough to kill all the pigs. These
two metrics are calculated using a game simulation with an
intelligent agent. Stability is measured by the total velocity of
the blocks during the first few seconds of the simulation. A
level is only considered feasible if the number of pigs pf at
the end of the simulation is equal to zero. The fitness function
is mathematically described by Equation 1.
f itness(x) = |bbn ∗ Bc − Bu | + |bln ∗ Lc − Lb | + pf + s (1)
In this function, B is a constant that defines the maximum
number of birds allowed in a level, Bu is the number of
birds used during the simulation. The constant L defines the
maximum number of blocks allowed in a level and Lb is the
number of blocks in the beginning of the simulation. ln and
bn represent the percentage of blocks in the level and the
percentage of birds that is needed to kill all pigs respectively.
s measures the stability of all blocks in the level.
The first term of the equation calculates the distance between the number of birds that should be used to kill all the
pigs and the number that was actually used. The second term
calculates the distance between the number of blocks desired
in the level and the number of blocks that the level started
with. If these terms are both zero, the level has all the desired
characteristics. Further details on this generator can be found
in [49]. An example level from this generator is shown in
Figure 8.
E. Scrap Maps
The Scrap Maps generator was created by Ryota Ishii,
Tomohiro Harada and Ruck Thawonmas from Ritsumeikan
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Fig. 9: Screenshot of a level from the Scrap Maps generator.

University in Japan. The Unity physics engine is used to
simulate blocks falling from the sky, which are then saved
to give the final level appearance.
A large collection of blocks and pigs are randomly selected
from the list of usable objects each time a level is generated.
These selected blocks and pigs are then temporarily placed at
the top of the level (or the sky), each with a random position.
The Science Birds game engine is then used to simulate these
objects falling from the sky to ground. For this to work
successfully, the game’s settings are changed such that the
blocks cannot be broken and the pigs cannot be killed. When
all objects have fallen to the ground, the position and rotation
of all blocks and pigs is saved. The number of pigs in a level is
chosen randomly between the minimum and maximum values
allowed. The number of birds is fixed to seven. The type of
each bird is selected randomly. An example level from this
generator is shown in Figure 9.
V. R ESULTS
As this competition was held jointly at CIG17 and IJCAI17,
judging panels were used at both conferences. We had 7
panels of independent judges in Melbourne (IJCAI17) and 4
panels of independent judges in New York (CIG17). The level
selection process for each generator was carried out separately
beforehand. Judging panels were given the exact same levels
from each generator, and were presented them in the exact
same order. Each judging panel evaluated all 50 levels and
reported the results back to the organisers in terms of scores
between 0 and 10 for each of the five different generators,
for each of the evaluation categories (Fun, Creativity and
Difficulty). The identity of the generators and which levels
belonged to which generator was kept a secret until after
the judging scores were all aggregated and the ranking was
finalised. It was vital to make sure this process was absolutely
fair, as two of the five generators were from members of
the organisation committee. Total and median scores for each
generator are presented on the left side of Table I. A box plot
for each generator based on the final scores from all judging
panels is shown in Figure 10.
The Fun ratings for each generator determined the overall
competition winner, with Creativity and Difficulty being additional secondary categories. The generator with the highest
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Fun rating was MSG (v2.0), with Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes
second, and MCTS ft. Blocks third. Likewise for the Creativity
category, MSG (v2.0) was the highest rated, followed by
Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes and MCTS ft. Blocks in second
and third place respectively. However, the Difficulty category
was won by Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes, an improved version
of last year’s overall winner, with MCTS ft. Blocks second
and MSG (v2.0) third.
Ten of the eleven judging panels rated MSG (v2.0) highest
in terms of Fun, whilst one judging panel who liked the
Scrap Maps generator the most rated MSG (v2.0) second best.
Therefore, the MSG (v2.0) generator was the clear winner,
with the Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes generator in second place,
the MCTS ft. Blocks generator in third place, the Tanager
generator in fourth place, and the Scrap Maps generator in
fifth place.
A. Feature comparison
By comparing the properties of the generated levels against
the judge’s scores, we can attempt to identify whether there
are certain level characteristics that may result in greater
player enjoyment. There are four common measures that have
been used previously to evaluate the expressivity of a level
generator [50], [51]: frequency, linearity, density and leniency.
Leniency is a measure of how difficult a level is to complete,
and is often the hardest property to quantify and analyse.
As the difficulty of the levels was already considered by
judges during their evaluation, we chose not to investigate it
further (agent performance could also have been used but was
deemed less reliable than humans). Linearity represents the
overall “profile” of a level, and is measured with the R2 value
from a linear regression calculation using the centre point
of all game features present in a level’s XML description.
Density represents the compactness of a level and is calculated
based on how much of a level’s available space is taken up
by objects. Frequency represents the number of certain level
features that are present within a level. While there are many
different and complex features for an Angry Birds level [52]
that can be compared using frequency analysis, we decided to
only focus on the basic features due to the limited size of our
test set. The level features we considered were:
• Number of pigs.
• Number of blocks (for each material).
• Number of birds (for each type).
• Number of TNT boxes.
Due to the fact that some of the generated levels, particularly those created by the Scrap Maps generator, moved or
responded to the physics of the game after initialisation, all
values were recorded from levels after any initial movement
had ceased. The average frequency of each feature across
all 10 judged levels for each generator (normalised for each
feature type separately) are presented in Figure 11. The
average linearity and density values for each generator across
these same levels are presented on the right side of Table I.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were calculated
comparing the judging panel’s rankings for each generator
against the frequency of our selected level features, as well
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TABLE I:
G ENERATOR T OTAL (M EDIAN ) S CORES AND E XPRESSIVITY A NALYSIS R ESULTS
Generator
MSG (v2.0)
Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes
MCTS ft. Blocks
Tanager
Scrap Maps

Fun
80.5
60.2
52.2
44.5
28.0

(8)
(5)
(5)
(3)
(2)

Creativity
72.9 (7)
60.4 (6)
44.9 (4)
37.7 (3)
28.0 (2)

Difficulty
59.6 (5)
78.4 (8)
69.1 (6)
46.7 (4)
21.0 (2)

Final
213.0 (20)
199.0 (19)
166.2 (16)
128.9 (11)
77.0 (7)

Linearity
0.0516
0.0603
0.0216
0.0567
0.0421

Density
28.86%
37.57%
15.66%
18.81%
29.90%

Fig. 10: Box plot for each generator based on the final scores
from all judging panels.

Fig. 11: Normalised average number of features (frequency
measure) for each generator’s judged levels.

as for both the density and linearity of the judged levels.
Unfortunately, due to the limited number of levels that were
judged for each generator, and the fact that each generator’s
levels vary so dramatically in design, it is unclear whether any
identified correlations are merely due to random variation. For
example, there was a high correlation (ρ = 0.77) between the
number of TNT boxes in a level and the Fun score given by
judges. However, this is likely due to the fact that only the
MSG (v2.0) and MCTS ft. Blocks generators created levels
that contained TNT, and the former far more than the latter.
Another strong correlation (ρ = 0.93) was between the number
of pigs and the Difficulty score for a level. This again could
simply be due to the fact that the top two generators in this
category, Funny Quotes ft. Dominoes and MCTS ft. Blocks,
usually always give levels with the maximum number of pigs
possible. You would also assume that the number of birds
given to the player would impact the Difficulty score for a
level, but this was not the case. It would seem that either Angry
Birds is far too complex a game to have the enjoyment and
challenge of its levels identified using only simple properties,
or that not enough data is currently available for a reliable
analysis. Bearing this in mind, general overall trends did seem
to indicate that judges preferred levels with more pigs, blocks
and TNT (i.e. more objects to interact with).

feel could make it even better, particularly with how generators
are compared. While there are defined evaluation categories,
the values attributed to each level is currently decided solely
by the judging panels. Deciding whether a generator creates
levels that are deemed “too similar” is also left to the discretion
of the judges. Ideally, it would be better to have a more
reliable and unbiased means of scoring generators and the
levels they create. However, this is a very difficult task, as
there is currently no effective way of evaluating a level for
complex concepts such as enjoyment. We can also see that
the generator rankings for the Fun and Creativity categories
are identical, suggesting that perhaps judges were slightly
confused about the exact meaning of this latter category.
Introducing additional criteria such as aesthetic appeal or level
variety might help refine this evaluation process and allow
different generators to focus on different level aspects. It may
also be beneficial to ask judges why they preferred certain
levels over others using either a questionnaire or ranking
system. This would require more of the judge’s time and
additional human resources in interpreting the responses, but
may help us develop better generators in the future.

VI. D ISCUSSION
A. Competition overview and limitations
Overall the competition went fairly smoothly, with all
generators running successfully and levels displaying correctly.
However, there are several changes or improvements that we

B. Generator comparison
From the competition’s results it seems very clear that
the MSG (v2.0) generator was favoured by the majority of
judging panels. While this generator competed in the previous
year’s competition it was only rated second out of three
participating generators, losing to the previous version of the
Funny Quotes generator. Its newfound success this year was
likely due to a number of key improvements in terms of how
levels were designed, as well as additional features such as
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TNT placement, intelligent material/bird type selection, and
using agents to guarantee solvability. The Funny Quotes ft.
Dominoes generator was ranked second overall, but did win
the Difficulty category. This was likely due to its sophisticated
difficulty calculations, and the fact that the agents used by
the MSG (v2.0) generator to playtest levels beforehand often
resulted in giving the player more birds than was necessary.
Scrap Maps was easily the least preferred generator which was
likely caused by its unconventional level design, as well as the
fact that many blocks and pigs would move or be destroyed
after the level had initialised. The Tanager generator was also
rated poorly which was probably due to the fact that it was not
fully completed before the competition was run, and so could
only produce structures made of wooden blocks and would
always give the player only red birds.
C. Combining AIBIRDS competitions
There are several ways in which the two AIBIRDS competitions (agent and level generation) could be combined. As
previously mentioned, the agents provided by the AIBIRDS
agent competition can be used to evaluate and test the levels
created by the generators. These agents could also be used
to test a generated level against different playstyles, or to
determine whether it is currently too hard or too easy based
on the number of agents that can solve it and how long it
takes them. Whilst the benefits that an agent can provide to
a level generator should be clear, a level generator can also
be used to improve the performance of AI agents. One major
advantage of having level generators available is that it is now
possible to create large numbers of training and test levels
for developing improved AI agents for the AIBIRDS agent
competition. In particular, agents based on deep reinforcement
learning, a technique that has taken much of AI by storm and
is very successful for many other games, would benefit greatly
from a large number of available levels. Generating levels also
provides a means of evaluating an agent beyond the original
hand-designed levels that the game currently provides. In
fact, several levels created by this year’s submitted generators
were converted and used in the most recent AIBIRDS agent
competition. We also hope to be able to link both the AIBIRDS
agent and level generation competitions in the future, perhaps
with agents trying to beat generated levels and generators
trying to create levels that are difficult for agents.
D. Generator improvements
While the depth and range of levels generated by the entries
to this year’s competition are very impressive, we believe that
there are several ways they could be improved in the future. A
typical improvement for PLG-based work is to create generators that can adapt to the skills and preferences of individual
players [53], [54]. Generators would ideally be able to identify
which “types” of levels a player is enjoying the most or which
have the right amount of difficulty, and would then generate
personalised levels that suit this player more. This would be
challenging to perform in a competition style scenario, but
would not be impossible. Another useful improvement would
be to generate levels that require planning or creative reasoning
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to solve. A possible means of measuring this was postulated in
[46], where it was suggested that levels which more advanced
agents can solve but less skilled agents cannot, might be more
likely to engage players as the solution would probably not be
immediately apparent. Generators could also be more flexible
in terms of the features their levels contain, allowing them to
fulfil more specific designer requirements. Ideally an end goal
for this work would be to develop generators that can create
levels which are indistinguishable from “real” hand-designed
levels. This is an extremely challenging task, especially for
a game as complex and varied as Angry Birds, but would
be an incredibly valuable scientific and industry resource if
it could be achieved. Physical level generators, such as those
submitted to this competition, might also have some additional
real-world uses for automated design and construction.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an overview of the second AIBIRDS level generation competition. The complexity
and variety of levels created by this year’s generators was
significantly higher than in last year’s competition. A greater
number of judges were also used for evaluating levels from
two separate locations, and the feedback received from the
wider AI and video game research communities was extremely
positive. We would also like to thank all members of our
organising committee, competition entrants, judging panel
volunteers, as well as all conference attendees at both CIG17
and IJCAI17 for their contribution and making this event
possible. We hope to continue this competition next year and
encourage all interested teams to participate in this exciting
challenge.
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